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Purpose: The consequences of head and neck cancer (HNC) treatment have great impact on patients’ lives.
Despite the importance of preparing patients for the period after discharge, patients frequently expe-
rience a lack of information. Aims of the study were to develop a nurse-led educational intervention to
provide information during a discharge interview and to investigate the effects of the intervention on
informational needs and satisfaction with information in HNC patients.
Methods: A total of 48 patients participated in this quasi-experimental study. The control group (n ¼ 26)
received standard care, which included a short interview using the patients’ discharge letter dictated by
the nurse. The intervention group (n ¼ 22) received the educational intervention, namely a discharge
interview where trained nurses used a checklist to inform patients about: general information, wound-
care, physical-social problems, work and finances. Effects associated with discharge interview were
measured with the Patient Information Need Questionnaire (PINQ) and the Satisfaction with Cancer
Information Profile.
Results: The findings showed that patients need information concerning: illness, treatment, side-effects,
physical fitness, impact on functioning, duration of recovery time and impact on quality of life. The
educational intervention had no significant effect on the informational needs or the level of satisfaction
with information.
Conclusions: A nurse-led intervention to provide discharge information was developed however no
effects on patient outcomes were found. Nurses need to use an instrument to assess the informational
needs of patients prior to the discharge interview. The effects of the educational intervention need to be
tested in a larger group of patients.

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Head and neck cancer (HNC) is the sixth most common cancer
worldwide (Chin et al., 2006), representing 5% of the population of
all cancer patients (Gleich et al., 2003). HNC itself may cause
difficulty swallowing and eating, pain and hoarseness, depending
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on the stage, localisation and size of the tumour. Lifestyle factors,
such as smoking and alcohol consumption, are generally known as
important determinants for developing HNC (Bagnardi et al., 2001;
Zeka et al., 2003; Pelucchi et al., 2008).

The main treatment for HNC is removing the tumour by surgery,
although surgery is often combined with radiation or chemo-
therapy (Anniko, 2006; Semple et al., 2008). Treatment leads to
substantial problems in the lives of HNC patients. Generally prob-
lems identified described in literature concern three areas. Firstly,
patients experience physical problems, such as pain, restrictions in
speech, mastication, swallowing, shoulder function, sense of taste
or smell, and breathing. Patients also describe changes in appear-
ance, (partial) facial palsy, nausea and vomiting and fatigue
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(Trzcieniecka-Green et al., 2007; Ronis et al., 2008; Semple et al.,
2008). Secondly, patients experience psychological and social
problems, like reduced social activity or functioning, emotional
stress, worrying about work, interpersonal relationships, day to day
tasks, concerns about cancer, lack of self confidence (Björklund
et al., 2008; Semple et al., 2008). Patients report being ashamed
of their voice and appearance, feeling depressed, experiencing
loneliness and living in uncertainty about the success of treatment
(Nalbadian et al., 2001; Gradauskas et al., 2006; Trzcieniecka-Green
et al., 2007; Björklund et al., 2008; Semple et al., 2008). The third
area concerns, financial problems which may occur as a conse-
quence of health care costs and or reduced physical capacity to
work (Nalbadian et al., 2001; Gradauskas et al., 2006).

Given that patients experience dramatic changes in their lives
after discharge, it is important to provide patients with information
to prepare them for the period after discharge (Semple, 2001;
Ziegler et al., 2004). Informational need has been defined as an
experience of inadequate information concerning a life domain
(Mesters et al., 2001). Various studies have explored the informa-
tional needs of HNC patients, showing that they prefer to receive
information concerning physical problems as described above.
Patients also want information on ability to work (Llewellyn et al.,
2006; Semple et al., 2008), financial issues (Nalbadian et al., 2001;
Gradauskas et al., 2006), social and emotional support (Llewellyn
et al., 2006; Roberts et al., 2008), side-effects, duration of
recovery, Quality of Life (QoL) after one-year (Llewellyn et al.,
2006), symptoms of recurrence, and lifestyle factors that increase
the risk of recurrence (Roberts et al., 2008).

The literature shows that HNC patients who are unsatisfied with
the information received experience high levels of fear and
depression, and low QoL (Edwards, 1998; Mesters et al., 2001;
Semple et al., 2008). Patients’ level of satisfaction with the received
information can be improved by providing information in the
identified areas (Jackson et al., 2001). To prepare the patient for the
period after discharge, it is important to give the patient adequate
information before discharge. However, the literature does not
report any effective intervention that meets the informational
needs of HNC patients after discharge. Nevertheless, literature
exists concerning the manner in which HNC patients would like to
receive information. Patients prefer to receive verbal and written
information and they want to be informed at the right time, on the
right place and by a professional on an individual basis (Llewellyn
et al., 2005; Pollock et al., 2008). During the hospital stay, it can
be difficult for patients to comprehend the received information
and to consider it as meaningful (Newell et al., 2004; Llewellyn
et al., 2005). It has, however, been reported that the meaning
becomes apparent during the recovery period at home (Henderson
and Zernike, 2001; Newell et al., 2004). Furthermore, the provision
of information about the combination of the problems to be ex-
pected is of great importance to HNC patients (Björklund et al.,
2008).

Many different health care professionals, including social
workers, nurses or doctors provide information to patients in all
stages of the disease and recovery. However, studies show that
nurses are important for providing information and support, and
for coordinating the care (Whale, 1998; Beaver et al., 2006; Eades
et al., 2009). For example, a RCT showed that a nurse-led follow-
up provided more continuity of care and that the nurses were
better able to detect psychological problems than doctors in the
case of breast cancer patients (Baildam et al., 2002). Furthermore,
Henderson and Zernike (2001) emphasised that nurses must
provide relevant and useful discharge information to surgical
patients.

In conclusion, HNC patients face all kinds of difficulties after
treatment and there is an indicated need for comprehensive
information and thorough preparation. An effective and efficient
nurse-led educational intervention that meets the informational
needs of the patient is the next step in the care for HNC patients
(Newell et al., 2004; Llewellyn et al., 2005, 2006; Pollock et al.,
2008; Semple et al., 2008). The aims of this study were firstly
to develop a nurse-led educational intervention to provide
information for the period after discharge, and secondly to
investigate the effect of the intervention on the informational
needs and level of satisfaction with the information among HNC
patients.

Method

Methods for Aim one

The first aim of this study was to develop an intervention
focussing on how to provide information to patients with HCN
cancer.

Design
The intervention was developed using a seven step procedure,

which included searching the literature for cancer patient inter-
ventions and tailoring the intervention to the needs of patients
with HCN cancer.

Intervention development
Step 1. A literature search for educational interventions for

cancer patients. A structure was needed for the intervention on
how to provide information to patients. Two studies were found in
the literature which described educational interventions for cancer
patients (Keller, 2006; Mueller and Glennon, 2007). One of these
studies described an intervention using a specific topic list to
provide structural information in breast cancer patients (Keller,
2006), while the other study described an intervention using
a checklist to provide structural information to patients who were
receiving chemotherapy (Mueller and Glennon, 2007). In these
interventions nurses provided verbal and written information
during a 30e45 min structured conversation with each patient. In
addition, the checklist and topic list were used to ensure that the
information provided was complete and consistent. Nurses found
the checklist helpful and it made them feel confident when
providing information (Mueller and Glennon, 2007). Based on
these two studies, the format of a checklist was adopted for this
study.

With a view to adapting the topics of the checklist for HNC
patients, the following steps were undertaken by the researcher
and two research assistants, both of whom were fourth year
nursing students and experienced in caring for HNC patients.

Step two: Interviews were conducted with experts in the care
and treatment of HNC patients. The experts included a social
worker, dietician, physical therapist, outpatient clinic nurse and
a specialist nurse. They were asked to indicate what information
they provide during the hospital stay, which problems, from their
perspective, were experienced by patients at home and which
professional should be assigned to manage these problems.

Step three: All existing and relevant written material from the
departments of oral maxillofacial surgery and otorhinolaryngology
was collected. In addition, a nurse from another hospital specialised
in caring for HNC patients was consulted concerning their provision
of discharge information.

Step four: All the information gathered was categorized and
a draft version of the checklist was created with six sections,
namely general, wound care, physical problems, psycho-social
problems, work and finance and sources for additional informa-
tion/professional help.
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Step five: For the completeness of the written material, five
informational pages were written on the following topics: a)
information focussing on websites for accurate additional infor-
mation, b) availability of professionals after discharge, c) the
consequences of alcohol use and smoking cessation (two different
pages), d) and practical advice for living with a gastric tube.

Step six: A second expert group consisting of eight nurses and
a Clinical Nurse Specialist (CNS) reviewed the draft version of the
checklist and the written material for accuracy and feasibility and
they also provided input for improvement.

Step seven: The intervention and written materials were
adapted in linewith the commentsmade by these experts. The final
version of the intervention included a. instructions for the
discharge interview, b. five informational pages and c. a checklist
for nurses including 18 major topics and 61 detailed points, all
shown in Fig. 1.

Procedure of the intervention
A few days before discharge the nurse made an appointment

with the patient for the day before discharge from the hospital.
Patients were encouraged to invite relatives to participate. This
enabled patients to think about what they would like to know. On
the day of discharge the nurse determined the educational needs
based on the type of operation the patient had received and the
patients’ personal situation. Suitable written material was
collected. The discharge interview lasted approximately 30min and
took place in a quiet room. These ‘instructions’ are also noted on the
A

B

Fig. 1. Educational
front-page of the checklist, that was used to structure the interview
(Fig. 1A).

The discharge interview started with the patient being given
an opportunity to ask questions. This allowed the patient to
receive information about the topics they identified. In addition,
the nurse used the checklist to add information by discussing the
major topics which are underlined in the checklist. The other
more detailed points were discussed if the nurse considered them
to be appropriate. The checklist is shown in Fig. 1C. The verbal
information was complemented with written material that was
handed out and discussed with the patient during the discharge
interview.

Implementation of intervention
A single implementation strategy was used (Prior et al., 2008).

Eight experienced nurses took part in an interactive educational
workshop and training in how to deliver the intervention. The
workshop took 1.5 h. The importance and purpose of the inter-
vention was explained and the leading and central role of the
patients’ needs was emphasized. The nurses were trained in using
the checklist by means of a role play and discussed the usefulness
and completeness of the checklist.

Outcome
With a view to enabling a quick evaluation of the intervention,

space was provided on each checklist to record comments and
experiences of the patient or the nurse (see Fig. 1A, ‘comments’).
intervention.
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Fig. 1. (continued).
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Methods for Aim two

The second aim of this study was to evaluate the effects of the
intervention on the information needs of patients with HCN cancer
and their level of satisfaction with information.

Design
The study conducted used a posttest-only design with non-

equivalent groups (Shadish et al., 2002). The control group
received care as usual. The intervention was then implemented
with nurses receiving training and education on how to provide the
intervention. Finally, the patients in the intervention group
received the educational intervention from the trained nurses.
Accordingly, patients gave informed consent before participation
and could withdraw their consent at any time. The study was
registered by the local medical ethics committee under number:
09-348/C.
Participants
Patients were included from departments of oral maxillofacial

surgery and otorhinolaryngology at a Dutch academic hospital. A
convenience sample was used and patients were included if they:
1) had a surgical treatment for head and neck cancer; 2) were able
to read and speak Dutch. Patients were excluded if they 1) suffered
from severe memory loss; 2) only underwent an endoscopy; 3)
were admitted to hospital for two days or fewer.

From November 2009 to March 2010, 82 patients were screened
for eligibility. Of these patients, 18 patients were excluded for not
meeting the inclusion criteria and four patients declined to partici-
pate. Although 60 patients agreed to participate,12 did not complete
the questionnaire and this resulted in 48 patients being included in
the study. Of these, 26 patients were included in the control group,
while 22 patients were included in the intervention group.

As regards the characteristics of the included patients, more
men than women participated in both the control group and
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intervention group (15 compared to 11 and 15 compared to
7 respectively). The average age of people in the control
group was 69, and that of people in the control group was 64
(Table 1).

Procedure
Control group: During the first two and a half months, 26

participants received care as usual. Care as usual included infor-
mation provided by a nurse in a discharge interview with the
patient and using the patients’ discharge letter which was dictated
by the nurse and which provides practical information such as
wound care, medication, and outpatient appointment. The content
of the information provided was determined by the nurse. Most
discharge interviews took place on the day of discharge. However,
no specific appointment was made with the patient for the exact
time of the discharge interview.

Intervention group: During the second two and a half months,
28 participants received the educational intervention from trained
nurses. The educational intervention was provided as described
above. The intervention enabled the nurses to give information in
a structurally and timelymatter. The discharge interview took place
in a separate, quiet room and lasted at least 30 min. Family
members were invited to attend and written material which was
thought to be suitable was collected. The intervention allowed the
information to be provided in a more standardized way, focussing
on the needs of each patient.
Table 1
Participant characteristics.

Variable Control (n ¼ 26) Intervention (n ¼ 22)

n % n %

Gender
Male 15 57 15 68
Female 11 42 7 32
Average age 69 e 64 e

Marital status
Married/cohabiting 12 46 15 68
Divorced 3 12 1 5
Single 4 15 4 18
Widowed 7 27 2 9

Highest education
Primary school 2 8 2 9
Secondary school 10 39 9 41
Trade school 6 23 5 23
University 6 23 6 27
Missing 2 8 e e

Type patient
Newly diagnosed 20 77 16 73
Recurrence 6 23 6 27

TN (M) statusa

T0N 1-3 2 8 0 0
T1N0 4 15 7 32
T2N0 8 31 4 18
T2, 3N0, 1 3 12 3 14
T2-4 N0-3 7 27 4 18
Missing 2 8 4 18

Radiotherapy
Yes 11 42 5 23
No 2 8 3 14
Unknown 13 50 14 64

a The TNMClassification is an anatomically based system that records the primary
(T) and regional (N) nodal extent of the tumour and the absence or presence of
metastases (M). (Source: www.uicc.org, retrieved at 2-25-2011).
Outcome and measures
The following characteristics of participants were collected:

gender, age, marital status, educational level, patient type, tumour
classification status, radiation status.

Informational needs were measured using the Patient Informa-
tion Need Questionnaire (PINQ) (Mesters et al., 2001). This 17 item
instrument consists of two scales, a) a disease-oriented scale
includingnine items to indicate theneed for informationonHNCand
treatment, and an action-oriented scale which includes eight items
to indicate the need for information on access to help and on solving
practical problems. Informational need was rated by patients using
four-point Likert scales. The score range for the scales is 9e36 and
8e32 respectively, with a high score implying a greater need for
information. The PINQ showed good internal consistency; Chron-
bach’s alphas were 0.88e0.92 (Mesters et al., 2001).

The satisfaction with information was measured using the
Satisfactionwith Cancer Information Profile (SCIP) (Llewellyn et al.,
2005). This 21 item instrument focuses on HNC patients and
measures satisfaction with the amount of information (14 items)
using a four-point Likert scale with a range of 1e14, and satisfaction
with type and timing of information (7 items) using a five-point
scale with a range of 7e35. A high score reflects a high degree of
satisfaction. Both scales demonstrated good internal consistency.
Chronbach’s alphas were 0.89 and 0.87 respectively (Llewellyn
et al., 2005).

Translation
Both the PINQ and the SCIP were translated from English to

Dutch using the forward and backward method (Brislin, 1970). In
general the translation went well. However a few items showed
some differences compared to the original version. For example, the
word ‘consequences’ was translated with the word ‘effects’. The
differences were again translated using the forward and backward
method and after that consensus was achieved on all items of both
instruments.

Data collection
Each patient, in the control group as well as in the intervention

group, was informed by the researcher or a research assistant about
the study through verbal and written information 2e3 days before
discharge from hospital. After an informed consent form had been
signed, demographic, social and clinical data was collected from
medical and nursing records. The patients received both the PINQ
and the SCIP questionnaires on the day of discharge from the
hospital. This gave the participants the opportunity to read the
questionnaires before they received the telephone call, and
simplified the process of answering the questionnaire by phone.
Five days after discharge the researcher or the research assistant
contacted the patient for a structured telephone interview. The
active involvement of the patient meant that a better response was
expected. Both research assistants were trained in administering
questionnaires and Cohen’s Kappa was used to evaluate interrater
reliability between the researcher and the RA, which resulted in
optimal agreement þ1 (p ¼ 0.00). However, if participants were
physically unable to use a phone or objected to being contacted by
phone, they were asked to fill in the written questionnaire and to
return it within a week using a self-addressed envelope.

Data analysis

Concerning aim one: the experiences of patients and nurses
with the intervention were analysed using thematic content anal-
ysis (Polit and Beck, 2008). Practical information was compared
with information on content and the number of negative and
positive comments was counted.

http://www.uicc.org


Table 2
Differences in informational needs and satisfaction with the received information
between the control group and the intervention group.

Control group
(n ¼ 26)

Intervention
group (n ¼ 22)

Mean Std.
deviation

Mean Std.
deviation

Effect
size (ES)

Informational needs e PINQ
Disease oriented

scale
21 7.6 21.1 8.6 0.01

Action oriented
scale

14.9 5.2 15.9 5.5 0.19

Satisfaction with information e SCIP
Amount of

information
9.5 3.7 8.5 4.2 0.25

Type and timing
information

27.3 4.5 26.9 5.1 0.08
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Concerning aim two: patients’ characteristics, informational
needs and satisfaction with information were analysed using
descriptive statistics. The group differences on baseline character-
istics were evaluated using the ManneWhitney test. The normality
of the data was measured with the ShapiroeWilk test. Since the
data was not normally distributed and the sample was relatively
small, the ManneWhitney test was conducted to analyse the effect
of the educational intervention. Finally, a post-hoc power analyses
was performed. A p-value equal to or less than 0.05 was considered
significant. The data was analysed using Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences (SPSS), version 17.

Results

Aim one

Intervention development
A nurse-led educational intervention was developed to provide

HNC patients with information for the period after discharge, see
Fig. 1. The intervention was provided in addition to care as usual
and included instructions for the discharge interview, written
informational pages and a checklist to structure the information
provided by nurses.

Comments from nurses and patients concerning the intervention
used

Of the 28 discharge interviews conducted with the nurses, the
nurses registered, in 25 interviews, their own comments and
experiences, or those of the patient, with regard to the educational
intervention. In eight cases, the comments were purely practical,
for example: “supplied information leaflets” or “conversation went
well”. The comments in the other 17 interviews contained infor-
mation about the content of the intervention. Thirteen of the
comments were positive and emphasised that the discharge
interview was helpful in structuring the information and that both
the patients and the nurses found it to be a pleasant experience.
One patient remarked that she missed this kind of education in the
interview the last time she was admitted to the hospital. There
were four less positive comments, for example: “it was already
clear to the patient” or that the interviewwas difficult because “the
patient did not want to let his emotional guard down”. Both these
comments were made by a nurse. No comments were made which
indicated a need to modify the structure or elements of the
checklist or the discharge interview.

Aim two

Sample characteristics
There was no significant difference between the groups with

respect to the demographic, social and clinical data. In the inter-
vention group questionnaire data was collected from nine patients
by telephone and 13 returned the questionnaire by post (for the
control group this was 15 and 11, respectively). No significant
differences in responses were found.

Effect of the intervention
Data collected using the PINQ was normally distributed for the

‘disease-oriented’ scale (p¼ 0.07) and was not normally distributed
for the ‘action-oriented’ scale (p ¼ 0.02). The Cronbach’s alpha was
0.92 for the ‘disease-oriented’ scale and 0.79 for the ‘action-
oriented’ scale. No significant differences were found between the
control and intervention group for either the ‘disease-oriented’
scale (p¼ 0.98) or the ‘action-oriented’ scale (p¼ 0.44), see Table 2.
No significant differences in responses by telephone or question-
naire were found.
Data collected using the SCIP was not normally distributed for
the ‘amount of information’ scale (p ¼ 0.005) and the ‘type and
timing information’ (p ¼ 0.002). The Cronbach’s alpha was 0.86 for
the ‘amount of information’ scale and 0.87 for the ‘type and timing’
of information scale. No significant differences were found between
the control and intervention group for either the ‘amount of
information’ scale (p ¼ 0.39) and the ‘type and timing information’
scale (p ¼ 0.74), see Table 2. No significant differences in responses
by telephone or questionnaire were found.

Post-hoc power analyses
The post-hoc power analysis showed an effect size of 0.01 with

a power of 0.05 for the ‘disease-oriented’ scale and an effect size of
0.19 with a power of 0.1 for the ‘action-oriented’ scale of the PINQ.
For the SCIP the post-hoc power analysis showed an effect size of
0.25 with a power of 0.14 for the ‘amount of information’ scale and
an effect size of 0.08 with a power of 0.06 for the ‘type and timing
information’ scale.
Discussion

This study described the development of a nurse-led educa-
tional intervention and determined the effect of this intervention
on the informational needs and satisfaction with information in
Head and Neck Cancer (HNC) patients.

With regard to the study’s first aim, a nurse-led educational
intervention was developed and comments of nurses and patients
were overall positive. In general the nurses found the intervention
helpful in structuring information. One patient remarked that she
missed this kind of education in the interview the last time she was
admitted to the hospital. With regard to the study’s second aim, the
intervention had no significant effect on the informational needs
and had no effect on the level of satisfaction with information.

Several steps were undertaken during the development to
strengthen the educational intervention, such as reviewing the
literature and using other known interventions. In addition, only
experienced nurses carried out the discharge interviews, and they
received interactive training and feedback on the content and
utility of the checklist. Furthermore, the use of validated ques-
tionnaires specific to the HNC patients strengthened our study
(Mesters et al., 2001; Llewellyn et al., 2006). Given themethod used
for translation and that fact that the translation went well, we
believe that the Dutch versions are equivalent to the originals.

It is possible that the development process and the content of
the educational intervention may not have been strong enough to
lead to significant results. The post-hoc power analyses showed
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a low effect size on both scales of the PINQ and the SCIP, assuming
that the intervention needs to be improved. Furthermore, nurses
who performed the intervention were only trained once and the
knowledge of the nurses including the intervention fidelity was not
measured. Only the ‘amount of information’ scale of the SCIP
showed an effect size of 0.25 which can be considered as a small
effect (Cohen, 1988). The associated power of 0.14 is low, but with
a bigger sample size the results of the ‘amount of information’ scale
might have been significant. However, a similar discharge inter-
vention with one contact and small sample size (n ¼ 50) improved
outcome of cardiac patients (Ozcan et al., 2010). We assume that
a combination of improving the intervention and enlarging the
sample size should be undertaken to gain significant results on
both the informational needs and satisfaction with information.
Finally, one may question whether the educational intervention
provided upon discharge can produce results five days later.

In connection with the data collection, telephone interviews
were conducted with a good interrater reliability. Telephone
interviews are a recommended strategy for assessing whether
patients need further information (Henderson and Zernike, 2001),
are widely used and are considered to be appropriate and efficient
(Waterman et al., 1999; Polit and Beck, 2008). Nevertheless, the
authors question whether the participants in this study evaluated
the information they received as intended, in order to prepare
themselves for the period after discharge. During each telephone
call it was emphasised that the focus would be on the information
given with regarding to the period after discharge, received in the
period after the operation. Nevertheless, several participants gave
the impression that they were evaluating information received
during the whole hospital admission. In addition, 50% of the
patients in this studywere not willing or able to receive a telephone
call because of difficulty speaking. No differences in the outcome of
the PINQ and the SCIP were found between responses by telephone
interviews or self-report questionnaires. Offering options such as
face-to-face interviews or internet surveys may be a more efficient
way of interviewing patients with HCN and should be considered in
future research with this group of patients.

The characteristics of our sample are similar to other studies
previously conducted with the same questionnaires (Mesters et al.,
2001; Llewellyn et al., 2006). Furthermore, the participants in our
study are equally satisfied with the information received as the
participants in the study by Llewellyn et al. (2006). However, our
control group was more satisfied than the intervention group,
although the results were not significant. By contrast, participants
in our study reported less informational needs than reported by
Mesters et al. (2001) with a score of 21 versus 28 on the ‘disease-
oriented’ scale and a score of 15 versus 20 on the ‘action-oriented’
scale, respectively. It is possible that the relatively low average
score in our studymade it more difficult tomeasure the effect of the
intervention because more participants already felt that they had
received sufficient information.

There is some evidence to indicate that actively involving the
patient and caregiver in the provision of information can have
clinical benefits (Smith et al., 2009). One can assume that actively
involving patient and caregiver in information provision may also
be beneficial for cancer patient. This, however, needs to be further
investigated.We recommend that nurses in clinical practice use the
PINQ as a standard assessment tool to evaluate the patients need
for information prior to the discharge interview and to provide the
patient with information prior to discharge based on this assess-
ment. In this way the intervention can be tailored even more
effectively to patients’ needs.

Further research focussing on the intervention should adopt
a model for intervention developments, for example ‘The Utrecht
model’ (Meijel van et al., 2004). A model can be used to develop the
intervention in more detail. In particular, the experiences of nurses
as providers of information and patients as recipients of the
intervention can generate useful data. We also suggest expanding
the intervention, where possible, to include a planned follow-up
with the patient to evaluate the given information and to provide
more information as necessary. This has been shown to be effective
in a review by Smith et al. (2009). In addition, newmethods of how
to supply information, for example a web based computer program
can be considered (Hoffmann et al., 2004). This needs to be further
explored for HNC patients. Although there is a lack of studies
focussing on these new methods with HNC patients, one can
assume that using web based interventions may be beneficial
because HNC patients often have difficulties with verbal commu-
nication. However, patients need to have access to a computer and
skills in how to use one.

In summary, this study responded to the need for a compre-
hensive intervention to meet the informational needs of HNC
patients (Semple et al., 2008; Chen et al., 2009). A structured
approach to determine informational needs was used and a nurse-
led intervention to provide information was developed. However,
no significant effects were found. Further development of the
intervention and furthermore comprehensive research is needed to
investigate its effects in a larger group of patients.
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